IDTrust360® for Identity Trust

Trusting Identity Data Across Your Organization
As your organization ingests, verifies and manages
identity data, it’s critical to produce a single source of
truth that you can then link to activity across all your
internal workflows. Clear communications and
effective relationship management start with accurate
and complete identity data—whether you’re
interacting with customers, employees, vendors,
partners, or other stakeholders.
But many challenges present roadblocks to achieving
this mission:
• Fractured identity information flowing into the
organization from multiple external sources.
• Disparate internal systems that consume and
manage identities.
• No synchronization among internal identity
tracking systems.
• Conflicting data on individuals and entities
between two systems.
• Isolated systems that delay the process to
reconcile discrepancies.

IDTrust360® from Telos® enables you to solve these
challenges by seamlessly integrating with external
and internal identity tracking systems. Our platform
consolidates and normalizes all the data so you can
achieve that single source of truth and always trust
your internal teams have access to current and
accurate identity data for every individual and entity
they interact with.
IDTrust360 complies with NIST SP 800-63A
requirements as well as federal and state standards,
such as the FBI Biometric Transmission Electronic
Specification. By making your identities safe, secure,
vetted, and easily consumable, IDTrust360 allows you
to modernize, simplify, and unify your identity
management process within a centralized virtual
database of master data.

IDTrust360 Identity Trust Capabilities
• Collects identity data from multiple external/
internalsystems and produces a centralized data

store.

• Normalizes data from multiple systems to create a
homogenized single source of truth.
• Encrypts data with a reverse proxy edge server so no
one outside your organization can see the data.
• Allows for low-code customization of data fields and
forms.
• Offers flexibility to adjust identity management to match
the requirements of any data model.
• Provides APIs to easily sync centralized identity data
with other internal systems.
• Enables accurate identities to be shared across the
organization
• Manages centralized identity information to monitor for
changes in customer profiles.

IDTrust360
• Identity Verification and Assurance

• Integrated Risk Management

• Government/Commercial Risk-Based Data Sources

• Document Capture and Validation

• Biometric Capture and Matching

• Omnichannel Enrollment

IDTrust360 enables you
to secure your
enterprise—whether you
need to address
requirements pertaining
to Know Your Customer
(KYC), insider threats,
access and authorization,
or regulatory compliance.
The platform rapidly
enables digital identity
services within complex
operational ecosystems
that span millions of
identity transactions
across workstations,
kiosks, laptops,
smartphones, and access
control systems.

Omni-Channel Enrollment
Experience Enabled by Mobile,
Web, and Client Apps

Identity Verification
and Assurance Services

Biometric Capture and
Matching Services

Integrated Risk
Management Services

Document Capture and
Validation Services

Government and Commercial
Risk-Based Data Sources

FedRAMP and NIST 800-53
Certified Cloud Environment

Built on an enterprise hybrid-cloud platform that is certified and operational in several U.S. federal agencies,
IDTrust360 gives you the flexibility to securely deploy modular services that transform your business-to-business
(B2B) identity environment. The solution also supports business-to-consumer (B2C) applications to extend secure
identity services to your customers.
Meets stringent federal
requirements for
cybersecurity and identity
standards

Complies with NIST security
control and identity
assurance requirements

Captures identity data to
quickly validate individuals
are who they claim to be

Contains biometric matching,
mobile wallet, and case
management features

Supports identity services in
the largest digital identity
programs
Meets complex technical,
operational, and regulatory
identity requirements

Key IDTrust360 Capabilities:
• Supports touchless, live scan, and wet fingerprint card
scanning

• Aligns with federal agency guidelines for digital identity,
enrollment, and identity proofing

• Identifies, prioritizes, and mitigates threats to protect
enterprise resources

• Provides facial recognition, live scan, and no-touch
fingerprint scanning and matching

• Tracks criminal history, terrorist watchlists, vetting, and
payment processing

• Provides access and appointment scheduling via mobile,
web, kiosk, and client apps

Learn more about how IDTrust360 can enable you to
secure your IT infrastructure by contacting us today at
info@telos.com.

Solutions that empower and
protect the enterprise.™
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